
VIRTUAL SCHOOL
PRESENTATIONS

The intersection of being a woman and
Black; belonging and fitting "out" vs "in"
Why I recognize Black Heritage all year 
Origins of Black Canadians & local
Black history
Inclusion or diversity – which came first
& why inclusion is important
How can we change the future?

 Back to Black. A Journey

A Journey Toward Inclusion

Our Mosaic Lives™, celebrates and
validates Michèle Newton's life experiences
through a personal journey. Michèle shares
her lived experiences and relationship to
Black history and culture, and to Black
women and girls, from a personal growth
perspective that she calls “Back to Black”.

Back to BlackBack to Black

Robin Dashnay, Principal
Chris Hadfield P.S.

Our Mosaic Lives addressed themes of race
and discrimination in an age appropriate
manner, and their use of art and storytelling
was highly engaging for both staff and
students.

I would recommend Our Mosaic Lives to any
school within SCDSB as I believe the work
that they are doing, aligns nicely with the
Equity and Diversity pillar of our Board’s
Strategic Priorities.



VIRTUAL SCHOOL
PRESENTATIONS

"It has been my pleasure, in my role as
teacher at Innisdale Secondary School, to
host presentations delivered by Michèle
Newton and I would strongly recommend
Ms. Newton to other educators, including
administrators, as a resource person on
issues related to Equity, Diversity and
Inclusion.  

Ms. Newton's presentation skills
demonstrate her experience as a polished
communications professional. She inspired
and educated my students as she shared
information about her organization's work." 

Noticing little interest in or activities relating to Black
History Month in her community, Michèle became
an activist and community changemaker. Guided by
her “better together” philosophy - growing
relationships, nurturing collaborations, and
facilitating partnerships- she began work to
strengthen our community.
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Activism for Social Change
Better TogetherBetter Together

Youth: Grades 6-12, College & University 

Duration: 50-60 minutes Delivery: Virtual 

Bookings: mnewton@michelenewton.ca

Michèle's enthusiastic storytelling kept my
students engaged while simultaneously
challenging them to think critically about their
surroundings and implicit biases - this
resonated with my students, as many of
them shared that they related to her story
and stayed after class to speak to her. I
would absolutely recommend inviting
Michèle to share her work with anyone
looking to bring conversations about diversity
and/or the power of community change into
their classroom!

Eleanor Zlexander, Teacher &Department
Chair, Social Sciences and Humanities

Innisdale S.S.

Madelaine Khan
Professor, Georgian College

Better Together: Activism for Social Change
shares Michèle’s approach to social change
through her lived experiences: 
• The Frame – Michèle’s background
• The Triggers – motivations and catalysts
• The Movement – becoming a changemaker
• The Challenges – opposition: what and why 
• The Future – inspiring social change

https://www.instagram.com/michele_newton_/
https://twitter.com/Michele_Newton_
https://www.facebook.com/michelenewtonspeaker

